Spindle repair

Top quality.

+

Cost-efficient.

+

+

Effective.

DER SPINDELDOCTOR - Spindle repair

Der Spindeldoctor solves your

spindle problems
A working spindle is the beating heart
of your machine. We are here to help,
regardless of the design of your spindle
or type of problem.

The production of our own precision
assemblies in-house is a further guarantee of extremely quick Spindeldoctor
service.

Der Spindeldoctor works independent
of manufacturers and repairs all types of
spindles under a 2-shift system.

Our work is characterised by customer
orientation, efficiency and value for
money.

For us there are no insurmountable
problems, only individual challenges.

Your wishes are our focus and form the
basis of all our actions.

Why go to the

Spindeldoctor?
+ + + + + +

Repairs according to manufacturer quality
Repairs possible within 5 working days
2-shift system for working on your spindle
Over 999 spindle repairs a year
Many replacement parts available from stock
Disassembly and installation service with
our own trained technicians
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Individual

spindle service
We at Spindeldoctor see ourselves as
emergency doctors for your spindles.
Thanks to our 24-hour collection service
and our own service technicians, we can
get to you and take your spindle to our
workshop in no time at all.
As a basis for successful repair, we start
with analysing the reason for failure. Our
standard documentation includes a VISOR
report at the end of disassembly and
incoming inspection.
Your machine tools can soon come to a
standstill because of spindle damage as
a result of a collision or lack of maintenance. It doesn’t have to be that way!

Using extreme-load bearings and spring
loaded systems, we can optimise the
expected service life of your spindles. In
many cases we are able to recognise and
remedy construction faults.
Leave you spindle problems in the safe
hands of the specialist installers at
the Spindeldoctor.
All you need to do is call we’ll take care of the rest.

Then we can either supply you with a
replacement spindle or repair the existing
one.

We know these
types of spindle
like the back of our hand:
+ Motor spindles		

+ Main machine spindles
+ Compressed air spindles
+ High frequency spindles
+ Special application spindles
+ Wood processing spindles
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+ Belt spindles		
+ Milling spindles
+ Grinding spindles 		
+ Lathe spindles
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Your spindle problems are

our job

Spindles are individual
More than 100 different spindle manufacturers and well over 1000 types
of spindle make our job complicated but interesting. The interplay
between the spindle and the machine is the connection that needs to be
understood. It’s our daily challenge.
The disassembly of the spindle by our technicians is followed by its speedy
transfer into our factory. Generally the initial inspection is completed within
48 hours of occurrence of the spindle damage. We begin reassembly a
maximum of three working days later. The process is of course monitored
by a quality manager. Your spindle is ready for use after a test run under
machine conditions.

In other words:
we understand spindles!
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Comprehensive

spindle repair
Spindle repair at the Spindeldoctor is comprehensive and always serviceoriented. We usually install higher quality bearings than before and always
look at the complete spindle and its unique characteristics, even in the case
of small “routine ops”.
You get information on: the bearing seats, the clamping system,
the coaxiality of the spindle shaft, the interface, the seat of the
clamping system, the rotary joint and the parallel relations
between the spindle parts.
Alongside precise measurement, our inclusive
services usually include sharpening of the
interface.

What does the

Spindeldoctor
offer?
+ + + + + +

Repair of all types of spindles
Repairs to manufacturer quality
Our own production and grinding shop
Our own transport service
Our own service
Up to 18 months’ guarantee
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Successfully:
:Operation
When you work with the Spindeldoctor,
any problem can be solved. We analyse
even total write-offs, and we often save
the spindle.
Our process works thanks to our years of
experience and attention to detail.
We disassemble all spindles entirely and

complete
are perfectly acquainted with the function
of each and every individual component.
After a successful spindle op come assembly and numerous test runs.
We aren’t satisfied until the spindle works
exactly according to your wishes.

Modification instead of

repair

We will also be happy to modify your
working spindles. We can increase performance and adapt the function of your
spindles to your exact needs and wishes.
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We work closely with you to find a tailored
solution together.

What makes the Spindeldoctor

unique?
+ + + + + + +

Comprehensive quality assurance with:
Spindle commissioning
Run-in cycles for every spindle
Spindle balancing
Long-term operation
Roller bearing analysis
Temperature profiles
Electrical, functional and geometric
inspection
Detailed documentation of all
tests for the customer
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Don’t delay, contact the

Spindeldoctor today
+ + +

Immediate assistance hotline from 6am to 10pm
Always close-by thanks to our central location
Favourable terms

Der Spindeldoctor:

ready for action.
Der Spindeldoctor Quality Partner
Landré
Lange Dreef 10
4131 NH Vianen / NL
Tel.
Fax

+31 (0)347 329 329
+31 (0)347 329 330

eMail
Web

info@landre.nl
www.landre.nl

